Abstract. In this paper, Boubaker polynomials and the Boubaker polynomial expansion scheme (BPES) are discussed. We present a transform from Boubaker polynomial to Legendre orthogonal polynomials. By this transform, the spectral-type numerical method using Boubaker polynomial can be deduced for seeking numerical solution of differential equations.
Introduction
Orthogonal polynomials, including Chebyshev's, Legendre's, Laguerre's Jacobi's and Hermite's, are extensively studied [1] [2] which take a big part of numerical analysis. A noted example is so-called spectral method [3] [4] [5] . Meanwhile, there exist other class of algebraic polynomials, non-orthogonal polynomials, which are scarcely concerned by researchers. Say, the Boubaker polynomials, which are non-orthogonal algebraic polynomial sequence [6] [7] [8] . In practical, the polynomial expansion methods, such as Boubaker polynomial expansion scheme(BPES), are extensively applied to seek both analytic and numerical solution of diverse differential equations including initial value and boundary value problems in spite of orthogonality(see [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and references therein). However, the Boubaker polynomials had been used to become a controversy topic about 2009, which Wikipedia chose not to host an article on the subject of Boubaker polynomials [13] . It is worthy to contemplate the problems about the Boubaker polynomials.
In this paper, we recall the definitions of the Boubaker polynomials, their properties, the BPES, and its applications. We present a transform from Boubaker polynomial to Legendre orthogonal polynomials. By the transform, the spectral-type numerical method using Boubaker polynomial can be deduced for seeking numerical solution of differential equations.
The Boubaker Polynomials and Their Properties
The first definition of Boubaker polynomials [8, [14] [15] 
 is the floor function of / 2 n and p n C is the binomial coefficient. To computing the polynomials (1), the following recurrence relationship is valid
The Boubaker polynomials also can be defined through the differential equation
Some properties of the polynomial (1) (2) or (3) are presented in [6] [7] [8] . It is interesting to note that some of the properties are very similar with Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials such as three-term recurrence relationship (2), parity, Christoffel-Darboux formula, etc. Whereas, the polynomials system (1) are essentially distinguished from Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials because they are non-orthogonal associated with any m-distribution.
The special subset of the Boubaker polynomials is the case of 4 n k  which is often used for BPES.
The Boubaker Polynomial Expansion Scheme (BPES) and Its Applications
The definition of the BPES may be as the following [6] : For a complex function ( ) f x of a real argument x defined in the interval a x a    , a BPES-related weak solution of the equation
where 0 Z is a given complex number, is obtained by calculating the set of complex coefficient
, which minimizes the real functional
The following properties of the 4 -k order Boubaker polynomial is preferred:
which cooperate the initial and boundary conditions. There are lots of applications of BPES [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which touch upon different science fields [13] including heat transfer, nonlinear dynamical system, biology, thermodynamics, mechanics, cryogenics, etc. It is unfortunately that there is no error estimation result about BPES approximation. Obviously, the sub-system of 4 -k order Boubaker polynomial is incomplete in sense of square integrable function space.
Boubaker-Legendre Transform
We deduce a transform from Boubaker to the shifted Legendre polynomials, named BoubakerLegendre. Due to independence of Boubaker polynomial system, a n -degree polynomial ( ) n p x can be rewritten as 
Then we have B TA  . By using the three-term recurrence relationship (2) and the parity of Boubaker polynomials, we can compute the entries of T by the following relation: 
With aid of the Boubaker-Legendre transform, the Boubaker polynomial expansion-based methods may be converted to the shifted Legendre polynomial expansion-type method which can be easily solved by using the orthogonality of Legendre polynomial system.
Applications to Numerical Solution of Differential Equations
Numerically solving differential equations by Boubaker polynomial expansion method, it needs commonly the following steps:
(i) expressing the unknown functions by Boubaker polynomial expansion with N coefficients; (ii) determining the N coefficients using relations governed by differential equation; (iii) recovering the values of solution by expression. The Boubaker-Legendre transform may be used in above-mentioned step (ii) to simplify the computation process. As a model example to illustrate this, we consider the second-order differential equation with boundary value problem as: 
In computation of (6) and (7), we face with three-type integrals，
are the nodes and weights of the shifted Guass-Legendre quadrature on the interval [0,2], respectively.
If we apply the Boubaker-Legendre transform, we have
Hence, the three integrals (8) are the counterpart of the shifted Legendre plolynomials, say 
Summary
In this paper, we discussed the Boubaker polynomial-related problems: the definitions of the Boubaker polynomials, some properties of the Boubaker polynomials, Boubaker polynomial expansion scheme(BPES), and their applications. We derive a Boubaker-Legendre transform which links a Boubaker polynomial expansion with shifted Legendre polynomial expansion. By applying the Boubaker-Legendre transform, spectral-tau type method for numerically solving differential equation is described.
